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The purpose of this study was to develop a web-based language learning platform for Sendai 
National College of Technology. The application is aimed for the exchange students of the 
aforementioned school and is meant to facilitate students’ language learning and to endorse 
a self-driven way of learning. The operating logic and data handling of the application were 
implemented by using the AngularJS framework and the Firebase data storage platform. In 
addition to this, HTML5 techniques and JavaScript-based plugins were used to create visu-
ally different views and various transitions. 
 
Student-centred learning is considered one of the most significant pedagogical point of 
views. Active student participation and connecting learning processes to real world situations 
are one of the defining properties of the approach. A student-centred learning environment 
offers students the tools for content production and management with interactive and com-
munal elements, altogether producing a personalized learning experience. Participatory and 
socially connected Web, or “Web 2.0” has brought elements of social media and open con-
tent into the field of learning, enabling the evolvement of student-centred web-based learn-
ing platforms. This trend is often referred as e-learning 2.0.  
 
Sendai colleges are renewing their pedagogical models by implementing student-centred 
methods to teaching and classroom activities. The need for renewal also gave rise to the 
subject for this thesis work. Development of the application started in November 2016.  
 
The application is still in development, but its current features fulfill the initial objects set to 
it in the design process, with good qualifications for further development. In its current form, 
the application provides a collaborative and student-centred environment, the features of 
which complement the pedagogical models that are appropriate to modern mobile services. 

Keywords e-learning, student-centred learning, Web 2.0, CALL, AngularJS, 
Firebase 
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Insinöörityön tarkoituksena oli kehittää kielen opiskeluun verkko-oppimisjärjestelmä, joka tu-
lee Sendain teknisen korkeakoulun vaihto-opiskelijoiden käyttöön. Järjestelmän tarkoitus on 
helpottaa opiskelijoiden kielen opiskelua tarjoamalla verkko-oppimisympäristö, jossa opis-
kelijat ovat aktiivisia tiedon rakentajia ja jossa oppimisen lopputuloksiin pyritään yhteistoi-
minnan ja opiskelijoiden henkilökohtaisten käsitysten ja assosiaatioiden kautta. Järjestel-
män toimintalogiikka ja tiedonhallinta toteutettiin verkkopohjaisia AngularJS- ja Firebase- 
ohjelmistokehyksiä ja -alustoja käyttäen. Tämän lisäksi eri näkymien visuaaliseen toteutuk-
seen käytettiin HTML5-tekniikoita ja JavaScriptiin perustuvia lisäosia. 
 
Nykyään merkittävänä oppimisteoreettisena näkökulmana pidetään oppijakeskeisyyttä, 
jossa korostuu muun muassa oppijan aktiivinen toiminta oppimisprosessissa ja näiden pro-
sessien liittäminen oikean elämän tilanteisiin. Oppijakeskeinen ympäristö tarjoaa työkaluja 
sisällön tuotantoon ja hallintaan sekä vuorovaikutusta ja yhteisöllisyyttä. Tietotekniikassa 
sosiaalinen media ja vapaat sisällöt ovat mahdollistaneet tämänkaltaisten verkko-oppi-
misalustojen kehityksen. Tätä kehityssuuntaa verkko-oppimisalustoissa kutsutaan e-lear-
ning 2.0:ksi.  
 
Sendain teknisessä korkeakoulussa on pyritty viime vuosina uudistamaan opetustyyliä ra-
kentamalla sitä oppijakeskeisyyttä tukevan pedagogiikan ympärille. Koulun uudistumistarve 
opetuksessa myös nosti esille tämän opinnäytetyön aiheen. Järjestelmän kehitystyö aloitet-
tiin marraskuussa 2016. 
 
Järjestelmän kehitys on vielä kesken, mutta se täyttää jo nykyisillä toiminnoillaan alussa 
asetettuja tavoitteita ja luo hyvän perustan jatkokehitykselle. Sillä on myös nykymuodossaan 
edellytyksiä tarjota vuorovaikutteinen ja oppijakeskeinen työympäristö, jonka toiminnollisuu-
det tukevat niitä pedagogisia malleja, jotka ovat nykyaikaisille verkko- ja mobiilisovelluksille 
ominaisia. 

Avainsanat verkko-oppiminen, oppijakeskeisyys, Web 2.0, CALL,  
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Abbreviations 

SRS Spaced repetition system. Memorization and learning technique which uti-

lizes timed intervals.  

MVC Model-View-Controller. Architectural model used in software development. 

SPA Single page application. Web application that loads content to only one 

page, providing a similar user experience to mobile applications. 

JSON JavaScript object notation. File format for open source information distribu-

tion across platforms. 

API Application programming interface. Set of definitions according to which 

different programs can interact and exchange information with each other. 

DOM Document object model. Way to describe an HTML structure as a tree 

made of objects. 

AJAX Asynchronous JavaScript and XML. Programming technique which allows 

information retrieval from external services. 

REST Architectural model for implementing application programming interfaces.
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1 Introduction 

This thesis examines the development of a web-based language learning environment 

which is aimed for the use of exchange students arriving in Sendai National College of 

Technology, Japan. The purpose of this thesis is to develop a language learning envi-

ronment, where the students are actively contributing to the learning process and where 

the learning outcomes are achieved through an individual’s own conceptions and asso-

ciations. The thesis also examines the theory of student-centred learning on a general 

level and the growing trends of e-learning with a focus on language learning, while keep-

ing the student-centred perspective in alignment. 

Student-centred learning is considered a significant perspective among learning theories 

and many higher educations are already practicing the approach. Active student partici-

pation in the learning process and connecting them to real life situations are one of the 

core properties of a student-centred learning environment. Student-centred learning is 

an effective method in higher education and the approach also suits Internet-based 

learning or e-learning well. Information and communication technology has become an 

integrated part of learning as well as teaching, especially in language teaching. Technol-

ogy savvy teachers can combine e-learning as a part of their curricula to enhance learn-

ing and teaching situations. Easily accessible materials, time and place independent 

studying and immediate feedback facilitate the students’ learning process.  

In the last few years Sendai National College of Technology has been incorporating stu-

dent-centred methods in the school’s pedagogy. The urge for transformation has also 

spawned new project ideas, and thus, plans for an application enhancing exchange stu-

dents’ Japanese language studies were established. The application is not meant to re-

place the classroom teaching, but to complement it by implementing some student-cen-

tred attributes to encourage collaboration and self-studying. The application is meant to 

be a complementary tool for language learning, so previous knowledge of the Japanese 

language is required. 

While the traditional e-learning methods, such as structured course formats and tutorial 

videos, are still holding their appeal as a way of learning on the web, social media and 

open content have brought new opportunities to the field. E-learning is evolving into more 

student-centred direction, where the platforms offer more personalized and nonlinear 
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learning experiences, social integration and a hands-on approach. Flexibility and cross-

platform capability of modern web technologies have also spurred e-learning in mobile 

devices in a form of various mobile applications. This provides an opportunity for informal 

learning, as language learning occurs outside of official tuitions as well. This thesis ap-

proaches the trend of e-learning applications through the perspective of web develop-

ment, as it keeps making major advancements consistently in cross-platform application 

development.  

The architecture of the application developed for the SNCT is designed with AngularJS, 

which is a front-end programming framework, offering a modular base for developing 

modern web applications. Data handling and storage is handled by Firebase, which is 

an event-driven real-time database. In addition to this, HTML5 techniques and different 

JavaScript-based plugins were used to create visually different views and various tran-

sitions. Later chapters of this thesis explains the functionalities and views on both system 

and user interface level.   
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2 Student-centred learning 

2.1 Definition 

During the past ten years, higher education has been witnessing new pedagogical ap-

proaches in teaching and learning. Growing trends include a transition from lecture ori-

ented learning to a model where the focus of instruction is switched to the students. This 

type of pedagogy is generally referred to as student-centred learning, but using the term 

can have wide implications. The term may refer to the educational mindsets or instruction 

methods that recognize the dissimilarity of individual students and their specific learning 

needs. This said, student-centred learning can be comprised as an umbrella term, which 

encompasses a variety of potential instructional strategies and learning activities. Stu-

dent-centred learning is broadly related to constructivist theory of learning in which learn-

ing is seen as an active process, where students construct their own knowledge based 

on previously known information and reflection. Information does not transfer to students 

– the students construct the information themselves. Student-centred learning is also 

supported by various other intersecting pedagogies, such as active learning, self-di-

rected learning and cooperative learning and inquiry-based learning. Information tech-

nology is deeply linked to modern student-centred learning. [1.] 

Student-centred learning remains a debated concept, as many interpretations between 

educators coexist and sometimes rule out one another. Despite of the different point of 

views, advocates of the concept usually highlight more or less the same characteristics 

that makes a learning environment student-centred. Among many researchers and ex-

perts, Jonassen, Lehtinen, Salomon and Ruokamo have discussed learner-centric the-

ories in the context of web-based learning [2, 3]. By investigating the classifications es-

tablished by the aforementioned researchers, common features can be found. Principles 

of a student-centred classroom includes the following four attributes. 

• Construction of learning. Teacher can create situations that allows students 
to make connections to new ideas and shape new information through their 
initial abilities and sentiments with previously known, existing information. 

• Authentic learning. Learning activities should be relatable and relevant for 
the students. Activities tied to real world context, for example through a 
meaningful project-work, promotes student motivation. Inquiry-based 
learning encourages students to ask their own questions, collect data and 
generate research hypotheses. [3, 299.] 
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• Collaborative learning. It highlights the learning process, which occurs dur-
ing interaction with other students. Students can take part in giving feed-
back, as well as in directing and supporting processes. Besides just stu-
dents, contributing parties can consist of teachers or supervisors, with 
whom the information is being constructed.  

• Goal-oriented learning. Students are aware of their own learning objectives 
and goals. Students are active in processes, where they have the respon-
sibility. Metacognitive skills also promote learning and self-direction. Re-
flectivity also relates to goal-orientation, as it is based on understanding 
and being aware of one’s own learning and internal habits. [2, 3-6.]  

It is important to remember that this is just one definition of student-centred learning. The 

concept has existed for a long time and similar types of findings have been made by 

other groups and associations as well. One of the learning theorists, psychologist Carl 

Rogers, described that the student-centred approach is based on a hypothesis that stu-

dents who are granted the freedom to explore and study the areas of their interests and 

who are accompanied by a supportive facilitator, not only achieve higher academic re-

sults, but also mature in the process, while taking personal values, such as flexibility and 

self-confidence into account. [4.] 

2.2 Benefits 

Properly implemented student-centred learning can offer benefits to the institution, stu-

dents and teaching staff, higher education unions and in a wider scale, society as a 

whole. It aims to provide skills for life, create self-sufficient learners and respond to the 

changing needs of different individuals.  

Benefits for the students come in various ways. Student-centred learning can encourage 

more in-depth learning and motivation, as students retain more of the information they 

learn when the element of active learning and participation is present. When students 

take responsibility for their own learning, they increase the potential of raising their curi-

osity to solve real-world problems. This independence enables students to gain other 

skills more effectively, such as teamwork, communication and task prioritization. A 

teacher acting as a facilitator and encouraging students to think for themselves, critical 

thinking and analytical skills are accumulated from early on. This enables two-sided dis-

cussions and exchange between teachers and students. Cooperation and valuing stu-
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dent opinions can further increase the engagement of students and can lead to partici-

pation in research projects and developing course structures. Benefits for students can 

also include becoming a part of the academic community more easily. [5, 3-5.] 

Teachers can enjoy the benefits of student-centred learning as well, but these benefits 

might show in different ways. As the teacher’s role is shifted towards a more facilitative 

direction, it offers an opportunity to academically challenge students in new ways, espe-

cially by using information technology. Given the opportunity for learning to be conducted 

in a multitude of ways, student-centred learning can have a positive impact on working 

conditions as it can reduce the negative aspects associated with teaching. Constructive 

feedback from the students enable teachers to review and develop their course struc-

tures and teaching methods, which can contribute to the teachers’ continuous self-im-

provement. Student-centred learning can offer a high level of professional development 

in terms of development of new skills and competences. Technology savvy teachers are 

flexible in designing new ways of running a course or a programme component. [5, 6-9.] 

Institutions and representative organizations of the teaching staff and students are also 

beneficial from any increases in general quality of students’ academic experience and 

teachers’ working conditions. On institutional level, these benefits can include better re-

tention rates in higher education. This may be due to the flexible nature of student-cen-

tred courses and also due to higher student engagement in their studies. Learning within 

a student-centred learning environment makes students feel more valued, since their 

learning needs are the priority. In an environment where student needs are the essential 

part of learning experiences, teaching can be seen as being of higher of quality. An in-

stitution applying this approach can be more attractive to the potential students. Attaining 

mobility into the region where the institution is found also benefits the development of 

society. [5, 10-11.] 

2.3 Use of e-learning platforms 

Student-centred principles determine the methods for using programs and practices that 

provide education.  Effectiveness of technology is defined by how it affects the complex 

interplay of these principles in education. Therefore, it is important to understand the 

nature of e-learning from a student-centred perspective [6].  
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Rosenberg defines e-learning as the “use of Internet technologies to deliver solutions 

that enhance knowledge and performance”. Moreover, Rosenberg highlights that e-

learning is a network that allows instant revisions and distributions and is based on stand-

ardized Internet technology; distribution happens by using standard compliant technolo-

gies, so the user only needs to be connected to the Internet. Lastly, Rosenberg states 

that e-learning solutions are not limited to traditional models of teaching [7, 28]. Rosen-

berg’s definition of e-learning largely supports the student-centred principles compiled 

from the findings of Jonassen and others. Various types of e-learning platforms have 

indeed consolidated their position in modern pedagogy, as they can provide tools for 

implementing these principles [2, 7-9]. 

E-learning environments have also impacted many education stakeholders. According 

to a tracking survey conducted by Allen and Seaman, total of 5.8 million higher education 

students in the United States enrolled to at least one e-learning course offered by a de-

gree-granting institution during fall 2014. E-learning environments have altered the opin-

ions of chief academic officers in higher education, as majority of them stated that learn-

ing outcomes in online education are nowadays “as good as or superior to face-to-face 

instruction” and agree that e-learning is “critical to the long-term strategies of their insti-

tutions” [8]. Online learning can meet the needs of different students, as it can help stu-

dents who require additional help in their studies, while offering opportunities for high 

performing students to enroll to more advanced and challenging courses. E-learning can 

benefit organizations economically, as more students enroll to virtual courses. Fulfilling 

the school’s mandate, e-learning can also be beneficial in a political sense. This results 

educating more students, including those with difficulties in completing the courses with 

a predetermined schedule. [3, 338-339.] 

E-learning content is traditionally managed and distributed by using learning manage-

ment systems (LMS) or learning content management systems (LCMS), which are sim-

ilar kinds of e-learning platforms with different ideologies and purposes of use. LMS plat-

forms are large application environments, which are typically aimed for university and 

enterprise use. A basic LMS platform includes such properties as enrolling to courses, 

monitoring learning progress and organizing tests, as well granting the students an ac-

cess to course materials and an opportunity to be in contact with the instructor. Moodle 

is an example of an LMS platform. Quintessentially, an LMS platform is a learning dis-

semination tool, with an emphasis on distance learning.  
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An LCMS provides a more complex platform for personalized content development, cre-

ating and management, with less emphasis on managing the experience of learners. It 

is a system designed to create and manage teaching materials for distance and class-

room-based learning. The content of an LCMS platform are comprised of learning ob-

jects, which are smaller collections of different learning contents. Learning objects are 

relatively autonomous ensembles, which makes them versatile and reusable, as they 

can be used in different parts of the learning process [9, 57]. The ideology behind LCMS 

platforms is specifically based on reusable learning contents and easy creation. [10.] 

E-learning platforms in pedagogy still end up following relatively linear approaches in 

learning and teaching, which disregard creativity, collaboration and interaction between 

students. LMS platforms often give the image that learning is based on just going through 

courses. Course-oriented learning is usually based on formal learning and the idea that 

learning is a passive activity does not support student-centred ideology. The key problem 

in LMS platforms such as Moodle is that they are closed, top-to-bottom systems regu-

lated by institutions. Students are rarely offered individual spaces, where personal learn-

ing could be managed. According Salasvuo, the prevailing consensus about LMS plat-

forms is that they only very weakly support student-centred pedagogies [10]. Shore de-

scribes Moodle as an extension of the information exported by the teacher in the class-

room, therefore making it a teacher-centred system, despite of having qualifications that 

encourage student-centred learning, such as discussion boards, tests and surveys [24]. 

New types of learning needs, such as mobile-based learning, are adding into the devel-

opment of LMS platforms. Personalized learning environments (PLE) are often subjects 

of discourse. [11.] 

Besides just technical management issues, there are other challenges incorporated with 

e-learning as well. One of the risks is related to human working memory, which is used 

to process new information. The capacity of working memory is limited and can become 

overloaded if used excessively – this is referred as cognitive overload. Contextual or 

action required information is temporally stored in human working memory from where it 

does not transfer to long-term memory. An e-learning platform containing a difficult nav-

igation system, non-relevant elements, such as decorative pictures or animations that 

require additional mental processing, contribute to cognitive overload, which leaves min-

imal room for actual learning. Attention should also be paid to the e-learning content in 

itself, since the complexity and different task types can have an effect on cognitive load 

[12, 1183]. For example, content requiring a lot reading can negatively affect students 
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struggling with reading comprehension. Lack of teacher support and feedback can also 

cause some students to feel isolated or unconfident, which consequently leads to poor 

language learning performance [13].   

2.4 Computer assisted language learning 

Over the past decades, e-learning methods for language instruction have become an 

issue of interest for language learning and teaching, since the emergence of interactive, 

participatory and socially connected web, or “Web 2.0”. The wealth of information avail-

able on the web offers an access to diverse language learning resources, for example 

through online journals and newspapers [13]. When incorporating information technolo-

gies in language learning, it is not uncommon to find different types of theories and ac-

ronyms established by different groups of practitioners, with each party representing their 

own views and philosophies. One of the most common terms is computer-assisted lan-

guage learning or CALL, which describes the search and study of applying computer (or 

nowadays any IT-device) in language learning and teaching [14]. Within the scope of this 

thesis, language learning incorporating information technology is explicitly referred as 

CALL. 

CALL has been present for many years and has gone through different typologies, which 

can be characterized as behaviorist, communicative and integrative CALL. These 

phases of CALL equate to a certain level of technology and pedagogical theories at a 

given time. Early adaptations of CALL were initially leaning towards behaviorism and 

systematic repetition, or “drill and practice”. Very basic use can incorporate quizzes, 

flashcards and basic answer-response methods, where the computer is acting as a prim-

itive tutor. [15, 911.] 

CALL has since widened its scope to more communicative approaches, thus supporting 

ideologies of constructivism. The nature of the modern web in particular has expanded 

the power of CALL. The current philosophy of CALL puts emphasis on student-centred 

materials, leaning towards principles of integrative CALL. New approaches seek to inte-

grate several language related skills, such as speaking, listening, reading and writing as 

well as technology into the process of language learning more thoroughly. Integrative 

methods encourage students to use technological utensils as a continuous process of 

language learning and to discover the most suitable learning paths for them. The teacher 
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can take the role of a director by helping students to find and use complementary CALL 

materials and resources, or act as a manager of computer-mediated interaction among 

students inside and outside of class [14]. Drills and similar repetitive tasks still have a 

place in language learning, especially in the initial phases of vocabulary acquisition. 

Providing the same information in various modes, for example in audio, visual and textual 

content, enhances recognition and recall. [15, 911.] 

According to a study conducted in the Middle East Technical University, CALL has been 

proven to be an effective tool in language learning and promoting learner autonomy in 

acquiring English as a second language. The results of the study suggest that the stu-

dents got better in improving their language learning strategies, were highly motivated 

and with the aid of CALL, were willing to take responsibility for individual learning outside 

of the formal tuitions [16]. Although many studies suggest that CALL is an effective 

method, evaluating the influence on the quality of language learning itself is difficult. This 

is due to the complexity of interacting variables involved in setting the environment for 

teaching and learning languages, especially non-English languages. Some researches 

argue that CALL has not stabilized its place in language learning, because it has not 

gone through the normalization process of technology – a stage of becoming invisible 

and embedded in everyday practice. According to Bax, there is still an element of fear 

and exaggerated expectations surrounding CALL [17]. In turn, Hassan classifies the is-

sues of CALL normalization into five categories: 

• Personal issues. Success or failure mostly depends on the users; prohibit-
ing factors can be lack of time, support and resources for the use of CALL.  

• Technical issues. Premises aimed for language learning are not well ex-
ploited and utilization does not match the cost of their establishment. This 
can be due to a difficult location and overall formation of the classrooms.  

• Pedagogical issues. Traditional textbooks do not require the use of CALL 
and are usually not flexible enough to integrate it as part of learning pro-
cess. CALL sometimes seems to be an extra burden for teachers and 
learners. 

• Socio-cultural issues. Some teachers refuse to annex CALL into their 
teaching, because the cultural influences might seem intimidating. For ex-
ample, Fernando compares Sri Lankan higher education to Western edu-
cation and states that “in many cases, e-learning cannot be implemented 
in the way it is done at US or European universities. The approach has to 
be tailored to the environment, if it is to be a success.” [18, 2274]  
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• Institutional issues. Successful integration depends on the objectives that 
institutions set and invest in. Level of administrative support for teachers is 
one of the many reasons to integrate CALL into teaching. The support has 
a notable role in implementing CALL. [19.] 

Education has seen change of roles in teachers and students, as well as growth in 

learner autonomy, according to Hubbard. Still, it cannot be assumed that students have 

the necessary skills and strategies to use applications in the most effective way in their 

learning activities. An opportunity for self-study is not a definitive guarantee of autonomy. 

CALL does not eliminate the need for teachers, as learners do not readily accept per-

sonal responsibility for learning if no encouragement is received. The same aforemen-

tioned study conducted in the Middle East Technical University corroborate this claim, 

because it demonstrated that the students were highly teacher-dependent before they 

received training for creating effective learning strategies [16]. Facilitative teachers 

should pay more attention to how students use computers on their own and what type of 

content is the most beneficial to them [20, 14]. Student satisfaction can be a good sub-

stitute for user acceptance and is often used to measure students’ attitudes in computer 

mediated learning [13, 1330]. 

2.5 Challenges in student-centred environments 

While the higher education has arguably benefitted from student-centred approaches 

and e-learning, the pedagogy still has its challenges on various levels, for example in 

teaching, implementation process, technology utilization, maintenance and usage in dif-

ferent cultures.  

From a pedagogical point of view, constructivism can be seen as a challenge for tradi-

tional teaching, as it has spawned an array of illusions and misconceptions among teach-

ing and learning. One of the misconceptions is that the students can be left to one’s own 

devices – readymade information should not be lectured, because students construct it 

themselves. Constructivism is not about “reinventing the wheel”, but rather activating 

student’s natural curiosity about the world; how the wheel turns and functions. An inter-

esting humanistic view has occurred especially in vocational education – it highlights 

individual growth, self-direction and self-realization. Von Wright warns about the extreme 

forms of this kind of thinking by asking what the terms for rational self-regulation and self-

directedness are. One of the key values for both teachers and students is to have a 
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comprehensive understanding about the current teaching session and its goals. Teach-

ers need to be aware of how students perceive new information and to know the frame 

of reference they are constructing it within. Also by knowing different learning strategies, 

student actions can be regulated accordingly. Essential for students is to know the main 

objectives of a given task and relevant questions at hand. [2.] 

Issues in student-centred environments can also be found within the students them-

selves. Applying new processes in teaching can be initially met with resistance, as stu-

dent-centred learning requires a different type of behavior from students. In countries 

with tuition fees, confronting the need to take more responsibility for learning, students 

may complain that they are paying the school to be taught and not teaching themselves. 

Cooperative learning tends to be one the hardest methods to be sold, especially for high 

performing students and strong introverts. Students may feel that they are being held 

back and slowed down by slower group members. Student-centred instruction can cause 

steep learning curves for both teachers and students. In the first phases of implementing 

student-centred approaches, course-end ratings may initially drop, which makes aban-

doning the new approach a tempting option for the teacher. [21, 43.] 

Integrating technology to student-centred environments has its own challenges to over-

come, such as teacher or organizational level incompetence and inexperience. Problems 

with technology are similar to the above discussed problems related to CALL; the most 

prevalent barriers to successful integration in student-centred e-classrooms are not just 

dependent on technological factors, but also organizational, political, cultural and psy-

chological factors [6, 1596]. Many teachers lack confidence in utilizing technology. Usu-

ally technology is used to present information, rather than giving practical activities to 

students. Some teachers are uncomfortable with investing instructional time to deal with 

the equipment and software, including their possible failures. Technology needs to sup-

port organization’s current protocols, be part of organization-wide initiative and provide 

teachers an access to professional development and support. [22.] 

A functional student-centred environment needs proper maintenance measures, as the 

need for regular reviews of assessment practices are the core of the approach. Organi-

zational reflection needs to happen constantly in order for a student-centred learning 

environment to remain sustainable and effective. Negligence in maintenance has nega-

tive consequences, for example degeneration in information processing inside student 

groups. This manifests as decreased time used for self-study, inadequate preparations 
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for presentations and an overall decrease in motivation and quest for learning. The insti-

tute’s financial constrains show as inefficient student-teacher ratios and also contribute 

to the negative changes; increased amount of students in a study group can result in 

contracting advanced students to guide the groups. Lack of national funding and weak 

understanding of rudimental principles by teachers and students all contribute to the ero-

sion of the doctrines, which makes student-centred environments work. [5, 52.] 

There are also cultural difficulties to be addressed. Student-centered learning faces nu-

merous problems in its implementation, especially in less developed countries. For ex-

ample, in contrast to Western countries, the dispute surrounding teacher-centred and 

student-centred approaches is different in Central Asia. Only recently, teachers and stu-

dents have been introduced to the debate between these approaches. The background 

for the discussion has been the rapid political, economic and social development and 

openness to Western values in some Central Asian countries. Sablonnière and others 

found out in their studies on the barriers to implementing student-centred learning in 

Kyrgyzstan that the problem is in surpassing an existing state of affairs; lack of normative 

structures in the country’s education system has not enabled significant shift to happen 

towards student-centred approaches. [23.] 
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3 Trends in web-based learning 

3.1 Technological and social advancements 

Higher education curricula are becoming more interactive and an increasing number of 

students are using mobile devices to access e-learning courses. Modern web technology 

can be used to create flexible services for educational use, containing versatile multime-

dia contents, such as animations, video, voice and augmented reality. As the current 

technologies enable faster wireless connections and applications require lesser proces-

sor and battery power from the end device, new opportunities for mobile oriented e-

learning, or m-learning has opened. In the short time period of the existence of 

smartphones, mobile technology has become one of the main mediums for content pro-

duction. There is an increased demand for cross-platform compatible e-learning soft-

ware. [25, 106.] 

Mobile and web-based learning offers the ability to extend technology-mediated learning 

opportunities into new settings, but they are not only about shifting e-learning courses 

on a smartphone – they are about augmenting the learning performance. In e-learning 

platforms, more value is given to system modularity. Course material is based on smaller, 

singular learning modules, from which the students can pick the most interesting or rel-

evant units to learn. In the advent of social media and the need for modular content, 

traditional learning management systems have been challenged by personalized learn-

ing environments (PLE), which allow users to utilize lightweight tools and services for 

individual and flexible use. These type of environments provide a variety of services and 

full user control. In practice, a PLE can be constructed from different social tools, such 

as blogs, wikis and RSS feeds. As these services are mostly the same people use in 

their workplaces or hobbies, they are easy to acquire. The tools of social media try to 

connect formal and out-of-class learning.  

Cloud-based learning, or a cloud learning environment (CLE), is an extension to PLE. It 

is a learning facility enabled by services in the cloud. In this environment, the place of 

storage, or the “cloud”, is described as a vast autonomous system, not in possession of 

any educational organizations and where the learners share the same privileges. Unlike 

in LMS platforms, where the focus is on the gathering of learning objects, a CLE supports 

composition of learning materials. Instead of point-to-point communication assessments, 
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a CLE allows context-based communication and collaboration. This information can then 

be used and customized for personal purposes to meet an individual’s own needs [34]. 

Although the tools of social media in education are undisputed, relying on old foundations 

and teaching methods might feel more secure to many institutions. Gathering these tools 

into a one ensemble can be challenging, due to their level of inconsistency, fragmenta-

tion and lack of privacy. [26.]  

3.2 Platform agnostic web 

The primary reason for e-learning industries shifting to new technologies and developing 

techniques is the massive use of mobile devices. Traditionally, dynamic and interactive 

learning content and especially video content for the web has been produced with Flash 

technology. As numerous mobile and desktop web browsers have been sequentially 

dropping support for Flash since 2010, HTML5 has strengthened its grip as the new 

industry standard as a means of content production. HTML5 is the newest version of the 

HTML-markup language, but typically the term refers to the combination of three tech-

nologies: HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript. HTML5 has introduced a variety of attributes 

for rich application development, such as video and audio, “drag and drop” file upload, 

geolocation, touch events and 2D animations, all of which are nowadays widely sup-

ported by different web and mobile browsers [27]. Although HTML5 has not yet reached 

the same level of dynamism as Flash content, HTML5 made games and animations are 

constantly evolving and closing the gap of diversity between their Flash counterparts. 

[28.] 

HTML5 can be described as a “platform agnostic” technology. As long as the users ac-

cess an HTML application through a web browser, the application should perform seam-

lessly across different platforms, such as iPhones, Android phones, tablets and desk-

tops. Although boasting a vast amount of different capabilities, HTML5-based applica-

tions still cannot compete with native applications, which are applications specifically 

built for a certain mobile platform. Given that native applications are integrated into the 

machine code, they have the ability to use device-specific hardware and software, such 

as a camera, GPS and multi-touch hand gestures. Native applications are generally 

achieving better performance results than their web-based alternatives. Movement to-

wards device-agnostic mobile application is happening, but users of many learning en-

vironments are still struggling to use applications across different platforms [25, 354]. 
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Although offering the tools for cross-platform development, pure HTML5 applications 

may not deliver the most ideal user experiences, for example if the system suffers from 

even the slightest bit of lag.  

Hybrid mobile development might offer one solution for achieving the feel of native ap-

plications and easier development cycles, as hybrid applications enable HTML5 content 

to be embedded inside a mobile device’s native platform container. The native container 

acts as a medium for the HTML application to communicate with the hardware of the 

mobile device. The HTML application can connect to the functions of the device, for ex-

ample gyroscope and calendar, just like a native application would. Hybrid applications 

are distributed through digital distribution platforms, such as App Store and Google Play, 

where they can be downloaded.  Figure 1 roughly demonstrates how web, native and 

hybrid applications communicate with the operating system and device. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 General overview of how applications function in different platforms. Copied from 
Globetrotter [29]. 
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3.3 Web 2.0 and language learning 

The current World Wide Web is referred as “Web 2.0”, with the term being credited to 

and popularized by O’Reilly Media in 2005. Also referred to as “the social web”, charac-

teristics and typical services of Web 2.0 are social networking sites, media sharing, wikis 

and blogs, all of which give users a voice and encourage participation in content produc-

tion. Anderson [31] found out distinguishable themes for the culture of the modern web, 

which in essence highlights individual production and user generated content, 

crowdsourcing information, ever-increasing amounts of data, openness and systems de-

signed specifically for user contribution. Users are not just passively consuming the in-

formation, but can partake in generating it. Many Web 2.0 services annex different types 

of digital content together, producing “mashup” applications, where the idea is to gener-

ate new information by combining existing information. Given this sandbox nature of Web 

2.0, it offers bounteous resources for language learners by shaping CALL to more ver-

satile directions. [30, 30.] 

Introduction of mobile devices has also initiated new naming conventions for CALL, as 

nowadays it is not just merely language learning aided by a computer. Jarvis argues that 

the acronym CALL is no longer valid term for understanding the field and should be re-

ferred as mobile assisted language use or MALU. Jarvis defines MALU as follows:  

Non-native speakers using of a variety of mobile devices in order to access and 
communicate information on an anywhere/anytime basis for a range of social and 
academic purposes in second language learning. 

The term would encompass all the features of CALL while recognizing the social uses in 

language learning, both in formal and less formal learning situations. [35.] 

According to Zeng, many CALL practitioners believe that language learning is increas-

ingly transforming in to an out-of-class activity [30, 31]. Successful language learners 

make use of a wide range of learning methods outside the classroom, for example 

through cultural products such as movies and magazines. Web 2.0 readily offers the 

opportunity for accessing language learning resources – learners are interacting and 

collaborating internationally with tools like video, chat and different online gaming plat-

forms. Zeng states that these out-of-class activities can support one of the current areas 

of research in the field of CALL: emerging online technologies to transform language 

learning. These social and interactive methods indicate that language learning is shifting 
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focus from cognitive learning to more social direction and learners are encouraged to 

adopt these type of approaches and responsibility in their language learning. In this re-

gard, participatory nature of Web 2.0 complements this current student-centred way of 

thinking in language learning. [30, 35-36.] 

Crook established four central themes surrounding Web 2.0 applications in education, 

which are inquiry, collaboration, literacies and publication. These themes are different 

branches of student-centred learning and define a set of possibilities for the annexation 

of Web 2.0 services and features in educational practice. Their applicability for language 

learning can also be investigated [32]. One can also find similarities with Anderson’s 

themes of the modern web.  

Inquiry  

Crook originally stated that Web 2.0 offers tools, which enable students to conduct per-

sonal research. In inquiry-based learning, students ask questions and gather data to 

support and refute hypotheses. Students apply and transfer knowledge in addition to just 

acquiring it. Software supports inquiry-based learning by facilitating storage and manip-

ulation of large amounts of data. Different tools can help students to model phenomena 

and procedures for harvesting, organizing, visualizing and reviewing data. Inquiry-based 

software often enables students to create personal representation to express their own 

ideas [3, 301]. Inquiry-based learning assembles the paradigms of PLE and CLE by en-

abling learners to adopt a role of an explorer [34]. With the enriched learning resources 

and techniques that facilitate independent research, learning potential on the web and 

mobile can offer a sense of immersion for the studied language, as students do not phys-

ically need to be in the classroom, or even in the same country to interact with other 

people. [30, 42-44.] 

Literacies 

Cook described literacy as a new means of presentation and self-expression online and 

how Web 2.0 can support the new patterns of language learning [32]. For many teachers 

incorporating CALL in their teaching methods, multiple modes of self-expression have 

opened opportunities for student-initiated speaking assessments. Shang mentioned in 

her study about a teacher who required students to use podcasts for speaking practices 

outside of class, concluding that not only did technology provide opportunities for oral 
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practice, but also a way to monitor the progress and performance of each student. Ser-

vices, where user communications are video or text-oriented, like in Youtube and Vimeo, 

endorse the variety of self-expressive ways for authentic online language learning. [30, 

40] 

Publication 

This theme ascends from the potential of Web 2.0 to support original content creation. 

Web 2.0 provides the tools, as well as the audience. Computer mediated content (CMC) 

traditionally supports text-based communication, which from language learning perspec-

tive helps students who have difficulties in listening comprehension by giving them time 

to think before responding. Wikipedia is argued to promote this conscious planning and 

interconnection of language learners, because it has a community for validating the con-

tent’s formality and grammar. [30, 41] 

Collaboration 

As stated earlier, community building and user participation are one of the very charac-

teristics of Web 2.0, the value of which Crook also highlights in education. This social 

part of the Web 2.0 is seen as one of the strong points for language learning as the 

networked communities can support it with collaborative efforts. Different services dedi-

cated for this purpose, such as blogs and forums can be used for exchanging linguistic 

and cultural knowledge, for example through question-and-answer-based services like 

Stack Exchange. The questions and answers can be rated positively or negatively, de-

pending on the question’s difficulty, clarity and time used in individual research and rel-

evancy of the answer. As the service is reputation-based, it can be a self-moderating 

system. [30, 38; 33] 

Shang states that links between Web 2.0 and language learning can be established in 

accordance with Cook’s taxonomy. Language learners are not only encouraged to prac-

tice their skills via computers, but also have the opportunity to receive and share infor-

mation via social networks [30, 44]. This statement is consistent with Jarvis’ idea of 

MALU, which tries to capture all the learning processes and methods happening in formal 

and informal ways. Mobile assisted language learning seems also to compliment the 

principles of personalized learning environments. PLE appears as a cluster of Web 2.0 

tools, which allow time and place independent learning. 
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3.4 Informal language learning 

Until very recently, technology has run parallel with other education theories, which are 

separate from technology, such as behaviorism, cognition and social cognition. Jarvis 

proposes a hypothesis, where education theory may no longer be separated from tech-

nology. Inadequacies in the theoretical models described above made Siemens suggest 

an idea of connectivism, which explains learning as a process of recognizing connections 

between information sources and as a meta skill for evaluating the worthiness of learning 

something. The theory supports student-centred learning and relies heavily on the infor-

mal part of it. [35.]  

Informal learning is generally considered as learning happening outside an institution. 

Information construction and skill acquiring can occur through conversations and obser-

vations – it can be a situational, unconscious and a natural way of “picking up” infor-

mation, such as hearing new vocabulary in the workplace. Jarvis discusses, how informal 

language learning applied to technology is a relatively new concept, because it takes the 

focus out of mere computer aided language learning in to a wider spectrum of mobile 

capabilities. As discussed earlier, Web 2.0 and CALL (or MALU) has enabled new infor-

mal ways of learning for example through blogs and social networks. Mobile learning has 

also brought back the behavioristic elements of CALL; common engagements for a mo-

bile language learners include using chunks of their spare time for drill and practice, for 

example through listening practices and flashcards [25, 99].  Other uses include looking 

up vocabulary from an online dictionary in relevant contexts and interactions. These 

chunks of spare time might include daily commutes, breaks at work and other small gaps 

during the day.  

Informal language learning has been recognized as an important tool for successful lan-

guage learning. As a result, there has been an institution wide spark of interest in under-

standing how students create their own personalized learning experiences in mobile plat-

forms. Jones discussed in her study, how informal mobile language learning can poten-

tially overcome some of the challenges with minority languages and dispersion of speak-

ers through virtual communities. Jones’ findings among Welsh learners showed that lis-

tening was in the key role, while reading and writing were also core activities. Social 

tools, such as blogging and texting suggested that creating and reading short sentences 

can contribute to language learning and maintain language skills. Mobile devices sup-

ported spontaneous and planned learning, as students were actively switching between 
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formal and informal learning [36]. Formal learning fits well for instructing beginners, who 

are learning completely new skills. Informal learning is accentuated in situations, where 

the missing piece of information is searched in order to activate previously known infor-

mation to finish the current task. [37.]  

3.5 Existing platforms for language learning 

While the Web 2.0 offers a great variety of tools and resources to engage language 

practices, there are tailored services designed for the purpose. Appropriate application 

for the student depends on previous exposure to the target language, personal prefer-

ences and goals. Some students might require strict guidance and tutoring, while others 

can set their own milestones and act with greater autonomy. Considering the features of 

the application being developed in this thesis, this chapter introduces four services com-

monly used in Japanese learning, which support personal freedom, construction of 

knowledge and the informality of modern language learning. 

Anki 

Anki is a free flashcard program based on active recall testing and spaced repetition 

(SRS), available for both mobile and computer. The program displays a series of flash-

cards, contents of which can be for example vocabulary, where the students try to re-

member the correct translation and then continue to the next word. Users can choose 

whether they remember the answer easily or partially or whether they forgotten it com-

pletely. The program’s algorithm then uses this user feedback to generate optimal inter-

vals to show these specific cards again. Users can also create their own studying decks 

and share them in Anki’s social portal, AnkiWeb, with other users. Anki supports HTML 

markup, which allows users to incorporate links, pictures and audio files with the flash-

cards. [38.] 

Kanji Koohii 

Kanji Koohii is a free web service specifically aimed for memorizing Chinese characters 

used in the Japanese writing system, in which over 2000 different characters see active 

use. Unlike in Anki, the service uses pre-existing flashcards, which are based on James 
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Heisig’s book “Remembering the Kanji”, where recalling is grounded on the user’s “im-

aginative memory” – an individual’s own stories and associations of each character. Sim-

ilar to Anki, the service uses SRS to display the cards, but is solely dedicated for mem-

orizing the Chinese characters, with the aid of the user’s own or community created sto-

ries. Creating a flashcard deck containing the same characters as in Kanji Koohii is pos-

sible in Anki as well, but the chances for community interaction and contributions in Kanji 

Koohii are better available. Kanji Koohii provides a forum for discussion and has a voting 

system for the community created mnemonics. [39.] 

iTalki 

iTalki is a language learning social network, which connects students, tutors and profes-

sional language teachers and aims to immerse students authentically to the target lan-

guage. One of the main features of the service are private lessons. Users can pick a 

teacher or tutor of their choice, based on peer reviews and type of tuition offered, and 

take private language lessons on Skype or other video chat software at agreed time. The 

service has no tuition fees, but is paid by the lesson. Users can choose the topic they 

want to learn and the teacher will guide accordingly. The service also has a wide com-

munity base, where user created articles can be shared. Similar to Stack Exchange, the 

service has a question and answer area where language teachers and tutors correct 

user entries, accompanied by a voting system. [40.] 

FluentU 

FluentU is a monthly subscription-based mobile service which utilizes online videos as 

its main educational content. Although online videos are regarded as a traditional learn-

ing medium, FluentU is a good example of a service which makes a clever reuse of 

videos in an interactive context. For each language, FluentU has a collection of hand-

picked videos, for example related to TV shows, news and music videos. All the videos 

have interactive captions of the target language running parallel to the dialogue. Users 

can pause the video to look for more information about the word and see other uses of 

it through example sentences. Users can also take quizzes after watching the videos. 

[41.]  

While these services cover only a fragment of the e-learning platforms available, they 

demonstrate the enormity of ways to approach language learning, which the Web 2.0 
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and current mobile technologies enable. Immersion to the culture and language is one 

of the key values for successful language learning, which iTalki and FluentU can offer 

through 1-on-1 private lessons and interactive videos.  

While Anki and Kanji Koohii do not have as interactive content as iTalki and FluentU, 

they support one other crucial aspect in language learning, which is constant repetition. 

According to Nakata, several studies have also suggested that flashcard learning is a 

valuable learning activity, because the vocabulary can eventually transfer to normal lan-

guage use. [41; 42]     
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4 Designing the application  

4.1 Different paradigms to consider 

In the context of mobile learning, there are a set of design issues related to pedagogical 

design. In the figure 2, Dennen and Hao present four different types of mobile applica-

tions, where each paradigm of application use has a primary relationship to particular 

student-centred learning theory. Each paradigm tends to draw upon and reflect dogmas 

and strategies of other theories as well, so the secondary relationships are visualized as 

dashed arrows.  
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Dennen and Hao believe that only one theoretical or pedagogical approach is not enough 

to meet the needs of modern mobile application-based learning.  

Application as tutor 

Applications fitting in the tutor paradigm rely heavily on behaviorist principles. Tutor-

based learning is a continuous interaction between the learner and the human or com-

puter-based tutor. The learner is usually presented with an explicitly defined task and the 

tools to complete it, while the tutor provides instant feedback by giving hints and correc-

tions upon mistakes. These software usually have reward systems, which can be for 

example personal high scores, rankings or another type of achievements. Tutor-based 

applications are plentiful, partly because pedagogues and developers have understood 

that people want to use mobile devices to practice and review content, for example 

through spaced repetition software. While the concept of tutor-based applications may 

appear simple and the interaction merely template driven, inventive content and creative 

interaction design may help to attract learners more [25, 30]. As reminded by Yang and 

Jones (chapters 2.4 and 3.4), the same information given in multiple modes can further 

enhance the learning experience and captivate users.  

Application as information source 

Information sources do not support the entirety of the learning experience, but they pro-

vide the content, with which learners can create self-instructed strategies in order to gain 

knowledge. Other options can include using the application in facilitative ways by the 

teacher, or as a performance support by learners who are in a temporal need for 

knowledge and have no further intentions in acquiring the knowledge. Due to the nature 

of this paradigm, it is likely to combine with other design principles as well. Such a service 

could utilize a tutor-based element, an application where the information source is initially 

walked through by the learner, who would then have the opportunity to take a quiz and 

receive feedback. Notwithstanding the simplicity in interactive and adaptive features, 

these applications still take full advantage of mobile devices as a platform for distributing 

information directly in the situation in which it is used. With API calls, content can be 

fetched from external services, such as Wikipedia, to the situation where it is needed 

[25, 31-32]. Mashup applications commonly make multiple API calls to different services, 

in order to aggregate and combine information, while making the application as an infor-

mation source more plenteous. 
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Application as simulator 

The core of a simulator application is in cognitive constructivism and learning occurs 

through a simulated environment. Role playing games and virtual worlds can offer visu-

ally pleasing environments to immerse and engage the learner, but they might initially 

require support when entering the simulated environment for the first time. Models, scaf-

folds and instructive feedback are more common in educational applications than ones 

developed for gaming or entertainment purposes. Models, like videos and animations, 

can be used to demonstrate the desired behaviour in the application. Organization tools, 

such as virtual coaches, task lists and environment maps can be used as scaffolds to 

direct learners to more constructive paths. Mobile-based simulation applications highlight 

the unique features of mobile devices, such as touchscreen, camera and geo-location 

and make use of augmented reality [25, 36]. While not explicitly educational, one of the 

archetypes of a simulator application is Pokemon Go. It encourages people to visit real 

world places in search of virtual items and creatures, but may also teach about geogra-

phy of the neighborhood and help to develop mapping skills informally [43].  

Application as collaboration enabler 

Collaborative applications are closely aligned with social constructivism. Their ability to 

provide successful learning experiences are as dependent on the users and their desired 

tasks as application performance itself; independent and motivated students can com-

pensate what the application may lack, but this can be a harder task for students with 

lower motivation. Collaboration enabled applications typically have learning content fo-

cusing on problem solving and usually offer a framework for group work, where students 

can discuss their ideas and contribute to their group’s knowledge base with various mo-

bile media supported formats. Any application which facilitates contribution to a web-

based collaborative tool via mobile devices would qualify in this category. [25, 37] 

4.2 Towards the application 

Sendai National College of Technology has been renewing the schools’ pedagogy over 

the last few years. Traditionally the education in the school has been teacher-centred, 

passive information transmission, but has been evolving and giving more focus on active 

learning, which is another adaption of student-centred approaches in teaching. Typical 
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class activities include students engaging the material they study through reading, prob-

lem solving, group discussions and reflection while making use of technology. Switching 

the responsibility of learning to the students has also spawned an idea of a cross-plat-

form application, which would support exchange students’ Japanese language studies 

and endorse a self-driven way of learning.  

The cognitive load that students experience during e-learning can be reduced by making 

use of collaborative learning [12, 1202]. Thus, the main objective set to the application 

created in the final year project described in this thesis was to create a collaborative 

platform for student mediated learning contents, which would also allow students to com-

prise their own personal learning materials as well. The application is to offer a language 

learning environment, which puts the students in main role of content production, while 

the teacher would adopt a more facilitative tutoring role.  

With these requirements in mind, the main student features were decided; the application 

would have a section where learning materials are created, a shared information bank 

for storing these learning contents collaboratively and student’s own personal assign-

ment section, where they can study the contents they have selected from the information 

bank. As teachers would also be a part of the environment, they have their own admin-

istrative view where they can answer student questions and an assignment creator for 

creating quizzes for the students. 

In the original prototype model of the application, technologies selected for the develop-

ment included MySQL and PHP, but upon my wish, technologies ultimately chosen were 

JavaScript-based frameworks, AngularJS and Firebase, as they provide a more modular 

base for creating modern, scalable and dynamic web applications with a potential for 

hybrid application development. Firebase also has properties that allow developing real-

time features for collaborative applications [52]. 

4.3 Main features of the application 

The goal for the web application is to offer exchange students an effective medium for 

informal learning – an environment where the students can input, view and study Japa-

nese words and expressions in a way which encourages studies outside of exchange 

students’ mandatory language learning classes.  
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This section discusses how the main features of the application in development repre-

sent a particular pedagogical use and how they inherit characteristics of different peda-

gogical strategies described by Dennen and Hao in Figure 2. 

Word creation 

The learning contents are inputs of unknown Japanese words and expressions encoun-

tered by the students during their studies or free time, which they store in to the ever-

growing database of words, or “word bank”.  The section, where the learning materials 

are created, has an HTML form with several input fields that describe the upcoming 

learning content, such as expression, translation and example sentences. When the nec-

essary fields are filled, the student uploads the new word or expression in to the database 

by clicking a button. Making the students create their own materials through personal 

investigation and thinking, the application supports one of the student-centred elements 

– authentic learning through inquiry and exploration [3]. Creation process can also sup-

port cognitive constructivism, since it can have elements of situated learning; input can 

be done in the social situation in which it occurred or was heard. [25, 33.] 

Word bank 

Information containing all the learning materials is referred to as the word bank and it is 

the main place for collaboration. It provides an information source, where the students 

can search for specific words, inspect the words more closely and comprise personal 

learning materials. The word bank lists the learning materials as blocks one below the 

other, with each block displaying Japanese expressions and their corresponding trans-

lations. The word bank also allows deletion of an individual word.  

Single word page  

More detailed inspection of an individual word can be conducted in the single word page, 

which is entered from the word bank. The page displays all the other data the student 

had inputted during the content creation process, such as example sentences, tags and 

translations, which can be collaboratively edited. Besides just user-mediated data, the 

application makes use of external services in the single word page, which makes the 

application as an information source enhance the overall learning performance more 

profoundly by offering tools for temporal need for knowledge. The user has the ability to 
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listen to the word pronunciation through a service called Forvo Pronunciation. Further-

more, the page utilizes a Kanji lookup feature through an electric dictionary, which dis-

plays more information about the Chinese characters individually if the word or expres-

sion contains any logographic Kanji characters. Decomposing of the word can facilitate 

information chunking, which is a design principle related to cognitive information pro-

cessing [25, 28]. 

Assignments 

Following the ideology of PLE, students should have the freedom to learn what they want 

and when they want. Students may choose the words they want to study from the word 

bank and then comprise them into learning packages for personal use. The main learning 

activity occurs in the assignment section, where the student’s learning packages or “word 

decks” are stored. These word decks are studied as a set of flashcards, where the stu-

dents have three options to study a chosen deck.  

• Vocabulary memorization. The application quizzes the students, whether 
they remember the displayed word or not, until the end of the deck. Dis-
playable words can either be set to appear in Japanese or translation first. 

• Typing the word. This method is similar to vocabulary memorization, but 
the students have to write the correct translation to the input field. 

• Listening comprehension. Words which have a corresponding Forvo pro-
nunciation sound file available can be listened to and then typed in.  

As reminded by Nakata [42], flashcard-based learning is an effective method for lan-

guage learning, so the approach was used as a primary method for studying in the ap-

plication. This feature makes the application act as a tutor, thus supporting the behavior-

ist learning theory, which is commonly applied in mobile learning [25, 99]. Students re-

ceive the correct answer instantly, if their input was incorrect. 

Ask tutor 

Outside of mere student collaborations, the application can enable two-way collabora-

tions with teachers as well. This feature allows students to ask for help, seek ratification 

or inquire more information related to their learning materials, for example in making 
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proper or additional translations, or in correct sentence formation. This direct link be-

tween students and teachers is a feature, which combines several design principles, 

such as instant feedback, multiple ways of communication and collaboration. 

Teacher features 

A further enhancement for the teacher-student collaboration enablement, the application 

provides an administrative view for the teacher. One of the main features for the teacher, 

besides just answering student questions and editing learning materials in the word bank, 

is creating different assignments and tests. The contents of these assignments are dif-

ferent than in student-created word decks – they can include for example multiple choice 

quizzes, particle or conjugation drills, which can be related to earlier classroom tuition. 

These teacher created assignments show up in the assignments section for every stu-

dent. 

Recent activities & notifications 

The main page contains a module, which keeps track of students’ recent activities. Track-

able activities are word additions, alterations and deletions made by the students and 

teachers. In addition, teacher created assignments get stored in to the module view as 

well. These events are also displayed inside the application through small notifications, 

each presenting information of corresponding action. 

4.4 Importance of usability 

Usability is a portrayal of user interface quality, which are defined by learnability, effi-

ciency, memorability, user errors and user satisfaction, according to Nielsen [44]. In the 

context of e-learning, usability is about providing easy and efficient navigation to support 

students’ goals of effective learning; it revolves around the idea of how to get students 

to interact and to be engaged with the system. Quality and effective engagement in e-

learning platforms has always been problematic and many e-learning applications suffer 

from high drop-out rates. Negligence in usability related matters can play a part in this 

non-completion of courses. As stated in chapter 2.2, usability related issues, such as 

difficult navigation can contribute to student’s cognitive overload and make the individual 
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leave the application. Due to the time and place independent nature of mobile applica-

tions, Nielsen’s traditional usability measures used in normal websites may not be ade-

quate in evaluating the usability of a modern e-learning system. Usability evaluation 

should be focused on processes that are supported by the e-learning system. [45.] 

Several definitions around pedagogical usability have been established by different par-

ties. The table below displays findings from two different studies. The first eight attributes 

presented are based on Zaharias’ and Poylymenakou’s usability factors in e-learning 

systems, which are leaning towards asynchronous (i.e. student-centred, autonomous) 

models of content delivery. Factors found by Horila et al. more or less correlate with 

Zaharias’ and Poylymenakou’s findings, but add two more distinctive attributes to the 

scheme – technical & pedagogical threshold and added value for teaching. [46; 47] 

These attributes are applied exclusively to the features where usability could potentially 

be evaluated in the application in development.  

Table 1. Usability attributes based on Zaharias’ and Poylymenakou’s questionnaire and the 

findings of Horila et al. [46; 47] 

Usability attributes Definition Possible applications 

Content 
Language and terms used, 
learning and supporting ma-
terials 

Layout is easily and intui-
tively understood 

Learning & support 
Direct connection to delivery 
of learning materials and aca-
demic discussions 

Aid from tutors, opportunities 
for self-assessments, notifi-
cation messages, help centre  

Visual design 
Convenience and easiness to 
understanding colour, font, 
images 

Important elements are lo-
cated in places where they 
most likely attract attention 

Navigation Browsing activities and fea-
ture utilization 

Control of learning activities 
and order of accessing 
pages, locational awareness 
in the application 

Accessibility Summarizes the access to 
website pages and features 

Free from technical issues, 
ubiquity in use, load time 

Interactivity 
All communication forms in 
the learning context that are 
facilitated by the system 

Range of information sources 
(Kanji lookup, pronunciation 
service), engaging and moti-
vating learning 
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Self-assessment & 
learnability 

Independent assessment as-
pects facilitated by the sys-
tem and capability of facilitat-
ing users on effective utiliza-
tion 

Adaption in creating content 
without external advice, pre-
dictability of the result upon 
clicking buttons 

Motivation to learn 
Ability of the system to sup-
port and engage motivation 
to learn 

Enjoyability of collaboration 
and creating personal learn-
ing materials, maintaining in-
terest in learning through its 
different ways   

Technical & peda-
gogical threshold 

Types of technical and peda-
gogical prerequisites required 
by the system    

How previous knowledge of 
Japanese writing system and 
grammar affect the learning 
outcomes 

Added value to 
teaching 

Pros and cons of digital 
learning content from teacher 
perspective; connection in ef-
ficiency of learning 

Students and teachers recog-
nizing how the application 
complements language stud-
ies outside of formal tuition.  

 

The original questionnaire by Zaharias and Poylymenakou has seen previous usage in 

similar applications to that of one in development. The University of Indonesia used the 

questionnaire in a usability evaluation of student-centred e-learning environment [48].  
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5 Technical execution 

5.1 Architecture 

The application is built with AngularJS, which is a software framework used to deliver 

different views and all the other dynamic contents to the user. The database and storage 

are managed by Firebase, which is a “mobile backend as a service” (MBaas) provider 

that allows a way to link application data into a cloud storage. AngularJS exchanges data 

with Firebase through an application programming interface (API), which enables com-

munication between various software components. 

Providing cloud-based services and server-side processing, database and storage logic 

has been completely outsourced to Firebase. MBaaS takes away the need for develop-

ers to build their own database infrastructures, for example using server-side technolo-

gies such as Ruby or PHP. It also allows developers to concentrate on the front-end of 

the application, which users will see and interact with more. Developers can simply as-

semble the required building blocks needed for a specific function and write the code 

that connects them. MBaaS enables users to manage a centralized database, where 

content can be shared on the cloud. Figure 3 demonstrates the architectural model used 

in the application. 

 

   

 

 Application’s architectural pattern  

This architecture is common for websites with a large codebase. It connects clients both 

to the server, where the actual application is hosted and Firebase, which hosts all the 

user data. Firebase offers real-time features, such as notifications without interfering with 

the rest of the application. [49.] 

Server Browser Firebase 

API requests 

JSON data 

JSON data 

API requests 
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5.2 AngularJS 

AngularJS is a structural, Google maintained JavaScript-based framework for building 

dynamic, single-page web applications (SPA), which allow dynamic, rich and fast content 

delivery. It lets developers to use HTML as a template language and extend the HTML 

vocabulary to express different components of the application more clearly and suc-

cinctly. AngularJS applications are written in JavaScript, which is a high-level and dy-

namic programming language and one of the core technologies in web content produc-

tion. Usually applications are not developed by just plain JavaScript, but with JavaScript-

based frameworks. By following the scripting standards set by the AngularJS framework 

and using the built-in services, developers can take advantage of such features as tem-

plating, filtering, data binding, dependency injections, all of which eliminate much of the 

code otherwise required to write [50]. For example, fetching the students’ learning con-

tents from Firebase and printing them in to the browser requires only a few lines of code.   

With the perks listed above and built-in support of Ajax and REST-based application 

programming interfaces, AngularJS makes the HTML behave more like a desktop or 

mobile application by loading the content of a site within a single HTML page – once the 

main page is loaded, clicking on links does not reload the page, but simply updates sec-

tions in the page itself and loads only the content which is necessary at the time. As all 

this happens within the client’s browser, AngularJS takes a lot of load time off from the 

server.  

AngularJS was developed around three guiding principles: modularity, testability and 

maintainability. It aims to simplify web application development and testing by providing 

a client-side framework for the model-view-controller (MVC) architecture. MVC is a soft-

ware architecture model, where different features of the application are broken into three 

separate components – the model which contains the data and logic, the view which 

contains the visual elements and presentation, while the controller is the part that re-

ceives instructions from the users. It also tells the view what to display and the model 

what to it should know at a given time. When the properties in the model get updated, so 

do the properties in the view. When the view gets updated, changes are propagated back 

to the model – this is referred to as two-way data binding. The controller is also respon-

sible for all interactions with the database and other services which require API calls. 

Figure 4 on the next page describes how the system works.  
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Two-way 
data binding 
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 MVC architecture of AngularJS 

One of the strong points of Angular is the capability of expanding the HTML vocabulary 

through directives; they allow creating HTML attributes with self-made behavior. These 

directives are valuable features in architecture modularity; it is a good practice to com-

ponentize the HTML structure if the content has a lot of repetition. Repetitive HTML con-

tent can be separated from its host template in to reusable components, which can be 

later called by their custom attribute names from within the host template. 

AngularJS was built with the four basic functions of persistent storage in mind; creating, 

reading, updating and deleting (CRUD) data. While these properties represent the ma-

jority of web applications, AngularJS might not be the most ideal framework if the HTML 

structure or document object model (DOM) need to be heavily modified. Games and 

graphical user interface editors (GUI) are examples of applications that modify the DOM 

intensively. 

Having a strong community behind the development, AngularJS has a vast variety of 

different community created third party modules, which are free JavaScript-based plug-

ins that can be downloaded for individual use. These can be for example different CRUD-

based modules, such as drag-and-drop file uploading.  

There are currently two versions of the Angular framework, which see active use in web 

applications. However, naming conventions for the two versions can be distracting, as 

the framework versions 1.0 and higher are generally referred to as AngularJS, while the 
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versions 2.0 and up are referred as just Angular. The second version of the Angular 

framework is a complete rewrite of AngularJS. It supports TypeScript markup, which is 

an object-oriented programming language maintained by Microsoft and is a superset of 

JavaScript. Version 1.5 of AngularJS was chosen as the framework for development, as 

it proved to have more comprehensive documentation, better community support and 

wider a variety of downloadable modules at the time being. The second version of An-

gular was officially released in September 2016 and version 4.0 was released in March 

2017.  These new Angular frameworks have no backwards compatibility with their pre-

decessor, AngularJS. Due to the technological immaturities, Angular (version 2) was 

considered as a too abrupt choice for a framework, with which to develop the application.  

5.3 Data structures and bindings 

Data storing, server-side and front-end scripting is handled entirely with JavaScript-

based frameworks, plug-ins and libraries. As the design pattern follows MVC-architec-

ture, the service is more robust and easier to maintain, because many developers are 

used to this way of programming. While AngularJS offers a good front-end framework 

for building a modular foundation for the application, web applications typically need a 

database to persist the application data. Traditional SQL-based relational databases are 

not very effective in terms of speed and performance, if the data is altered frequently. As 

the language learning materials to be created in the application would see a lot of col-

laborative additions, alterations and deletions, a NoSQL-based JSON database seemed 

as the most appropriate choice to deliver the back-end, as these kinds of databases can 

cope with vast amounts of simultaneous read-write operations by providing seamless 

horizontal scalability [51]. Firebase was chosen as the back-end, as it provides cross-

platform support, real-time synchronization, offline persistence and good graphical user 

interface for administrative purposes. It also has special bindings for AngularJS to facili-

tate back-end scripting. As Firebase provides an ideal platform for creating collaborative 

software, it complies the student-centred attributes set for the application. 

Firebase 

Firebase is primarily a database that hosts application data, but changes occurring to 

that data are propagated in every device in real-time. For example, whenever the data 

is altered, all clients receive a notification within milliseconds. Besides just the database, 
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Firebase also features a centralized data storage, third-party user authentication (for ex-

ample through Facebook, Twitter and other social media accounts), analytics and crash 

reporting. While the free version of Firebase can offer all the above mentioned features, 

monthly paid subscription delivers more storage base, offers automated backups and 

hourly availability for Google Cloud Test Lab, which allows testing on physical mobile 

devices. [52.] 

Unlike in MySQL, Firebase does not utilize table-like structure and relations in its data-

base as it stores all data in a nested tree-like JSON-format. Upon creation, each new 

data node or tree branch generates its own unique key. The tree-like structure is demon-

strated in the figure below.  

 

 Example view from Firebase GUI, displaying the database structure. 
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By using these unique reference keys in AngularJS scripts, different data nodes and their 

content can be accessed and viewed. Accessing the nested child elements require that 

the parent keys are also known.  

The way of constructing a database differs greatly from SQL databases. For a developer 

with SQL background, some of the common practices used in NoSQL databases may 

even seem counter-intuitive. For example, data duplication is generally viewed as a bad 

practice in SQL tables, whereas in Firebase it is encouraged, since it fosters horizontal 

scaling. Effective data modeling in Firebase has a few precepts to follow, which are listed 

below. 

• Shallow data structures. Firebase does not allow partial object pulling, so 
the whole object is pulled every time. This can be strenuous for Firebase, 
if it loads all the deeply nested nodes of unnecessary data from hundreds 
of users. In addition, someone with read or write access has a direct access 
to all data under these unwanted nodes. Dividing the data structures in to 
separate branches takes the load off from Firebase. 

• Treating data as stream. When making queries to the database, it is not 
advisable to fetch collections of data upon every change that might occur 
to a singular data element, as Firebase will fetch the whole collection again. 
Fetching only the newly added elements promotes the philosophy of treat-
ing data as stream. 

• Data duplication. As shallow data branches require additional queries, it is 
a good practice to duplicate data along with separated information. For ex-
ample, user-mediated comment can have a duplicated username in the 
same object, so that it would not have to be separately fetched from other 
objects. Common data should be structured exactly how it is wanted to be 
read – data should look like the UI. [52.] 

Common events in the application are word additions and the notifications that fire upon 

their submission or deletion, which is why they have their separate branches, as seen in 

figure 5. If the words and recent activities were under each user’s own personal branch, 

every other piece of unnecessary user data would have to be pulled from the database 

as well. As there might be 5-10 active exchange students contributing to the database 

simultaneously, the amount of extra data to be pulled would start to put stress on the 

database. 

Angularfire 
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Firebase offers special bindings for AngularJS through a library called Angularfire, which 

helps in synchronizing Angular models to Firebase and supports user authentication and 

management. The library focuses in abstracting the standard scripts involved in creating 

AngularJS bindings to Firebase through different shortcuts, which shortens and simpli-

fies normal AngularJS syntax greatly. 

Just like AngularJS synchronizes the DOM with models in memory via the two-way data 

binding, AngularFire will synchronize the models in memory with Firebase – it extends 

the two-way synchronization between single clients to many clients. [53.] 

5.4 User interface implementation 

In accordance with MVC architecture, the user interface of the application is comprised 

of different views and partials. The views are HTML files, which obey different AngularJS 

bindings. These sub views are loaded in to the main view, creating the feel of a single 

page application – transition between pages happens through changes in the applica-

tion’s states. Views and their graphical contents are built with HTML5 techniques. Infor-

mation fetched from external services provide their content to the user interface as well.  

Routing and view nesting 

Routing frameworks for single page applications update the browser’s URL as the user 

navigates through the application, but they do not refresh the page at any point. URL 

routes programmatically present specific content to users, based on the URL that is cur-

rently displayed.  

The application uses a module called UI-Router, which is a third party module and alter-

native routing mechanism for AngularJS applications. UI-Router has advantages over 

the default routing mechanism of AngularJS, primarily around the ability to decouple 

nested sub views. UI-Router enables displaying multiple views per template as well, each 

with their own data and controlling logic. This function is useful in larger applications 

where pages inherit information from other sections. The state tree is demonstrated in 

the next page. 
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 The state tree. Main view contains all the child views. 

Views are loaded inside HTML content divs, which have a custom attribute called “ui-

view”. The root page of the application, index.html, loads the main view inside the ui-

view-marked container div. The main view is always displayed. As displayed in the above 

figure, dashboard.html is the main view, which in turn loads all the sub views inside of its 

own ui-view container div. Every sub view page can be accessed by using the navigation 

bar, since it is always displayed.  

Sub views are managed by the state function; when the user wants to go for example to 

the word bank, the application state is activated, the URL parameter gets updated and 

the sub view template is automatically inserted into the ui-view of its parent state’s tem-

plate. 

URL routing used together with nested states makes these child states to append their 

URL at the end of their parent state’s URL. Listing 1 in the next page demonstrates the 

relation of views inside the single HTML document used in the application. 

 

  

Main view 
• dashboard.html 

Sub views 
• frontpage.html 
• wordbank.html 
• assignments.html 
• etc 

HTML document 
• index.html 
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app.config(['$stateProvider', '$urlRouterProvider',  
function($stateProvider, $urlRouterProvider){ 
   $stateProvider  
      .state('dashboard', { 
         url: '/dashboard', 
         // the main template 
         templateUrl: 'templates/dashboard.html', 
         controller: 'DashboardCtrl', 
         resolve: { 
            "currentAuth": ['$firebaseAuth', function( 
             $firebaseAuth){ 
               var au = firebase.auth(); 
               var authObj = $firebaseAuth(au); 
               return authObj.$requireSignIn(); 
            }] 
         } 
      }) 
      // default sub view, displayed when user is logged in 
      .state('dashboard.front', { 
         url: '',  
         templateUrl: 'views/frontpage.html',  
         controller: 'RecentActivityCtrl' 
      }) 
      // when the state changes, URL gets the parameter  
      // 'wordbank' and the subview is displayed 
      .state('dashboard.wordbank', {  
         url: '/wordbank',  
         templateUrl: 'views/wordbank.html',  
         controller: 'AllWordsCtrl', 
      }) 
}]); 

Listing 1. Routing configuration for the application. 

The main view of the service has /dashboard at the end of its URL, but if the user goes 

to the word bank section, it changes to /dashboard/wordbank, creating the illusion of 

travelling inside folders. 

The different child states are attached in to the buttons of the navigation bar in the main 

view, each of which correspond to specific sub view. The sub views are then loaded from 

the templates/views folder. [54.] 
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Front-end 

For creating the facades and overall visual look for the user interface, HTML5, CSS3 and 

other JavaScript-based technologies were used. For organizing HTML elements system-

atically suit both desktop and mobile devices, the application uses Bourbon Neat, which 

is a lightweight CSS-based grid system that aims to provide tools for instant utilization 

and adequate flexibility in grid customization. 

Third party Angular modules were also used to enhance the user interface and user 

experience. Changes or possible errors occurring in Firebase needed to be visualized 

for users, so the application uses an Angular module called Toaster, which displays sim-

ple notifications in the upper right corner of the browser. The Angular module ngAnimate 

enabled the use of CSS-based animations and smooth transitions between pages. The 

last Angular module UI-Select was used to allow students to incorporate self-created 

tags with their words easily.  

API calls 

The application makes use of data that comes from external sources. AngularJS has a 

component for communicating, receiving and sharing data across controllers in a con-

sistent and organized way through “services”. Angular services are singletons, as all 

application components work with only one instance of it. They are also lazily instanti-

ated, as AngularJS runs a service only when an application component depends on it. 

The application uses a built-in service called $http in making connections to external web 

services, such as Firebase authentication, Kanji dictionary and Forvo Pronunciation, 

from where content is fetched on demand. 

The Kanji dictionary is based on Jim Breen’s electric dictionary [55], which is a free Jap-

anese-English dictionary in machine-readable form. The dictionary has been stripped 

from unnecessary information and converted from the XML file format into the JSON 

format, which makes the file size more compressed and API calls easier in AngularJS. 

The sound files are fetched via Forvo Pronunciation. It is a collaborative pronunciation 

dictionary that allows playback of sound clips in different languages. All the words are 

contributed by native speakers and stored in mp3 and Ogg format.  
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 Searching word pronunciations in Forvo 

Searching word pronunciations in the web service is free, but the use of its API has a 

monthly cost – non-profit monthly use allows 500 sound file requests per day, aiming it 

primarily for individual use. Forvo allows only one API key for the application and forbids 

the creation of multiple API keys for getting more daily requests. 

As seen in figure 7, one word can have several pronunciations done by different individ-

uals. As Forvo has a self-moderating voting system for the pronunciations, the highest 

ranking pronunciation gets always fetched first when making API calls. [56.]  
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6 Using the application 

6.1 Profile configuration 

Before using the application, new students must create their personal user profiles. In 

the landing page, students are presented a registration form, which requires students to 

input their email address, desired username and password. This is demonstrated in fig-

ure 8 below. 

 

 Landing page of the application. 

Students can also edit their user profiles at a later time through a profile page, which is 

accessible from the top navigation bar. Only the username is permanent and cannot be 

changed. 
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6.2 Workflow of content creation 

From the very beginning of the development, the starting point for the application was to 

create a collaborative platform, where all the learning increments would be stored in one 

place and from where the students could choose the words they want to study. Word 

adding, word bank and assignments are key features of the application and they are 

displayed on the main page, which is shown in figure 9 below. 

 

 Main page of the application 

The workflow of learning also consists of these three main features. The recent activity 

module lists all the tracked activities, such as additions, alterations and deletions in the 

word bank, as well as teacher mediated assignments. 

Creating the materials – word adding 

The learning experience starts from the learning material creation process. When the 

students have a word or expression they want to store in to the database, they navigate 

to the “Add words” section, where they are presented an HTML form. As the application 

is configured exclusively for Japanese learning, it takes in to account the two-sided writ-

ing systems of Japanese, which is a combination of logographic kanjis adopted from 
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Chinese characters and syllabic kana scripts that are native to Japanese. Thus, the 

HTML form has the following input: 

• Expression – written in Kanji, if the word is commonly or preferably written 
in Kanji letters. Otherwise written in syllabic kana letters. 

• Reading – written in kana letters. They provide reading aid for the Kanjis 
letters by indicating their pronunciation. This field can be blank, if the ex-
pression does not have Kanjis. 

• Meaning – direct translations, can be written in the user’s native language. 

• Tags – categorization system, which allows users to append default or their 
own tags to words. The application has 20 default tags, which are based 
on Jim Breen’s abbreviations that are frequently used in dictionary entries 
[55]. 

• Sentences – allows students to create example sentences, which make 
use of the word or expression given in the first input field. Optional field. 

The form can be seen in figure 10 below. 

 

 Word adding in progress 

Students then fill in the required input fields, whether alone or with the help of other 

students, teacher or external dictionaries and then submit the entry. 
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Viewing the materials  

Viewing of the newly submitted content can be done in the word bank, and closer inspec-

tion is possible in the single word page. As demonstrated in figure 11, the word bank 

allows data filtering through tags, so the word can be sifted quickly among unwanted 

words through default or the student’s own classifications. 

 

 Word bank – searching the word with filters 

When clicking an individual word, the application directs the user to single word page. 

On the next page, figure 12 demonstrates this single word page, which gives more infor-

mation about the word.  Usage of APIs can also be seen.  
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 Single page view – displaying additional and API fetched information 

All Kanji characters with their stroke amounts, commonness, English meanings and syl-

labic kana pronunciations are displayed. If available, pronunciation for the word can be 

listened to by clicking the white icon in the upper right corner. 

Learning the materials 

The final part of the learning workflow is comprised of creating personal word decks and 

learning them in the assignment section through a desired way of flashcard learning. The 

word deck is constructed in the word bank by enabling selection mode from the tool 

menu. Once enabled, all the words become selectable and can be simply clicked, in 

order to add them in to the student’s study deck. When the students have completed 

selecting their materials, they click the “Create” button, which opens a modal window 

where they can give a name and description for their deck. Finally, students click the 

“Save” button to store the deck in to their personal possession. Figure 13 on the next 

page displays study decks created by an individual student. 
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 Student’s personal study decks 

When the student clicks “Study”, a modal window opens and gives the option of memo-

rizing, typing or listening to the words. The application then presents the flashcards. 

Outside of the student-mediated learning materials, the teacher has the ability to create 

different types of assignments for the students and the ability to answer the student sent 

private questions. Teachers can inspect every student’s questions, but individual stu-

dents can only see their own. These features are demonstrated in figure 14 below and 

in figure 15 on the next page. 

 

 Teacher answering a student question 
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 Quiz template – teacher creating a quiz 

As implied in the above figure, the teacher can comprise a quiz sheet. The teacher starts 

creating the sheet by simply clicking the blue icons, which indicate specific assignments. 

The assignment then appears in the sheet, from where it can be configured to match 

educational goals. The position of these assignments can be adjusted by using the ar-

rows in the right corner of each quiz increment. Currently, the assignment creator grants 

the teacher an option of creating only sentence corrections and multiple choice quizzes. 
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6.3 Analysis of the application  

The application is still in development. The main features are finished, but they still re-

quire further polish to achieve cohesive UI/UX experience. By analyzing all student-cen-

tred features of the application, the workflow of creating learning contents supports ped-

agogical elements of inquiry, collaboration and behaviorism in theory. Adding the scala-

bility, as well as the time and place independent capabilities, the application meets some 

of the expectations that are set for modern mobile applications.  

The application offers a future-proof and solid base for further development, as Angu-

larJS-based applications will continue to see use in the near future as well. Firebase is 

a relatively new platform for delivering databases in the cloud and it does have some 

notable flaws. Firebase changed its syntax in its latest version 3.0, which made the pre-

vious documentation obsolete. The development of the application has been slow at 

times, because the current and official documentation is very tenuous. As Firebase is 

also constantly being developed, it is sometimes prone to minor bugs in some of its 

bindings. 

As the application is aimed for experienced language learners and the target audience 

for the application consists of seasonal exchange students arriving in Sendai National 

College of Technology, the application requires specific types of users to conduct usa-

bility testing with. Thus, incremental usability evaluation in an authentic environment has 

not yet been conducted. Thus, further investigation of the application’s effectiveness is 

in order, for example utilizing the questionnaire introduced in chapter 4.4. 

6.4 Future prospects 

Having established a few merits of the application in the previous chapter, the application 

offers a good modular base for further development and additional features. Future pro-

spects can be investigated on feature, architecture and platform level. 

The learning materials and example sentences in the word bank could be possibly made 

to have a self-moderating voting system similar to Stack Exchange or Kanji Koohii – it 

would also help in preventing inputs that are useless or too vulgar. Students’ flashcard 
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activities could incorporate spaced repetition algorithm to make studying a more sched-

uled process. Teacher mediated assignments could incorporate more behavioristic ele-

ments, such as scoring systems for the assignments. The application could also make 

use of Forvo Pronunciation API’s upgraded monthly plan, which allows 10000 sound file 

requests per day and commercial use. An upgraded plan would provide enough queries 

for a small group of learners.  

A much broader use of different Firebase features is also a worthy consideration. As 

Firebase offers several gigabytes of storage data, the application could utilize videos, 

audio files and images to accompany the learning materials. For example in the teacher’s 

assignment creator – implementing listening practices through a video or an audio file 

could be a realistic possibility. Firebase also offers an event-centric analytics system, 

which can give teachers or administrators insight into what the students are doing in the 

application. This could also facilitate the maintenance of student-centred environments 

[5, 52], which was discussed in chapter 2.5. 

Although not a timely concern [57], an inevitable migration from Angular version 1 to 

version 2.0 or 4.0 will be conducted. Google will stop updating the original AngularJS 

framework, when the usage statistics for version 2 will exceed over 50% in Angular-

based websites. As this shift is happening relatively slowly on a global scale, AngularJS 

will serve as a viable framework to build upon for years to come. It is however unclear, if 

Angular 2.0 will take the dominant position among the Angular versions, as version 4.0 

was released at the time of writing this thesis. 

Building a hybrid mobile application that would be available on digital distribution plat-

form, such as App Store or Google Play is a considerable option for attaining better user 

and learning experiences. A hybrid application would also bring new opportunities for 

building new features – students could for example use their mobile device’s camera in 

order to store a memory rule for specific learning contents. Several open source frame-

works that support Angular and TypeScript markup in building cross-platform applica-

tions already exist, such as Ionic, NativeScript and React Native. The last framework, 

React Native, takes a step even further in to the platform agnosticism. Due to its compo-

nent-based structure, it can compile the HTML building blocks directly to native format 

without going through any container or simulative mediums as described in figure 1 in 

chapter 3, thus attaining the speed and functionalities that of native mobile applications. 

[58] 
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7 Conclusion 

Student-centred methods in both teaching and learning will continue to be a heavily uti-

lized pedagogical strategy in higher education, at least in developed countries. Technol-

ogy is an integrated part of the approach, where the Internet in particular plays a huge 

role – Web 2.0 and mobile devices bring tools which enrich the field and combine differ-

ent pedagogies related to student-centred learning in new ways. Creative uses of stu-

dent-centred learning go outside of traditional e-learning platforms, which usually tend to 

follow the formal means of education. Personalized learning environments bring in ele-

ments of social media and self-regulated studying to the learning process through mobile 

devices, therefore making learning a time and place independent activity. Supported by 

the studies used as references in this thesis, there seems to be a common consensus 

that much of the language learning today is conducted outside of tuition and it is also an 

encouraged practice. As Hubbard [59] stated, “technology is not just a support for learn-

ing: it is an integral part of the linguistic and cultural environment that we are preparing 

our students for.” 

The 21st century teachers need to possess specialized proficiencies in many disciples to 

operate technically and to teach language or facilitate its learning efficiently. They also 

need to be evaluative and adaptive, in the sense of knowing the given technology’s pos-

sibilities and limitations. Teachers need to prepare students for the reality of doing much 

of their language learning and interaction by informal and technological means. Achiev-

ing a successful student-centred e-environment requires effectively linking up pedagogy, 

technology and content, all this while keeping pace with new Internet technologies. Stu-

dents need to be educated as well – it is a false assumption that students born in the era 

of digitalization can use technology for educational purposes naturally and efficiently.  

I believe that the web technologies will have an even more important role in the future of 

e-learning, hence the big technological leaps in developing cross-platform applications. 

Modular and component-based frameworks are the future of web and mobile develop-

ment. Hybrid application frameworks have come a long way in connecting the gap be-

tween high-performance native applications and easily developed web applications. 

From a software development point of view, I also believe that BaaS platforms will be 

the standard medium for developing back-end architectures for mobile applications in 

the near future. 
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The growing trends of mobile learning and evolving web technologies influenced the 

frameworks and services ultimately chosen for the development of this final year project. 

Throughout the application implementation process, initially established objectives and 

desired features were followed carefully. Development is still in progress and the appli-

cation needs further usability testing, preferably conducted with the exchange students 

of Sendai National College of Technology in Japan. Given the status quo, the current 

results attained in development can be considered a success, as the application provides 

all the originally designed features and a good foundation to continue the development. 

Future prospects include framework migration, creation of additional features and devel-

opment of a hybrid application. 
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